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Abstract 
A Visual Index to Historic Maps and Photographs in the Library 
by 
Jean Marie Locke 
Two local libraries in Redlands California do not have a way to display to the students 
and the general public what is available at their libraries concerning maps, historic maps 
and historic photographs.  This project has created a prototype viewer tool, which will 
allow the users to see a small subset of the libraries’ map and photographic holdings.  
This viewer application presents a raster image of the map or vector line of the edge of 
the map.  It will give the user a way to view the raster image with a current base map and 
to decide whether to look at the physical map from the appropriate library. 
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Chapter 1  – Introduction 
In today’s society, whether part of the city government or a division of a university, the 
library plays a fundamental role to provide essential information to the users.  This 
information ranges from printed materials in the form of books, newspapers, articles, and 
periodicals, to digital information in the form of DVD, compact disc, computer files, e-
books, websites and databases.  Included in the printed materials that are stored at the 
library are printed maps and photographs.  The ability for a library to provide to its users 
the specific information regarding available maps and photographs is not a normal 
service provided by these institutions.  This project has created the ability for the library 
user to see what geographic areas are covered by the available maps and photographs and 
which of two libraries contains that information.   
1.1 Client 
The librarians at the University of Redlands Armacost Library and the City of Redlands 
A. K. Smiley Public Library are the clients for this project.  They are interested in a 
viewer that can display the maps and historic photographs that are available at their 
libraries.  The points of contact for the Armacost Library are Melissa Cardenas-Dow, the 
Technical Services & Assistant Librarian, and Shana Higgins, the Instructional Services 
& Assistant Librarian.  For the Smiley Library, the point of contract is Dr. Nathan 
Gonzales, Associate Archivist.   
1.2 Problem Statement 
The ultimate requirement of this project is to provide a prototype viewer for the Armacost 
and Smiley libraries that displays available maps.  Examples of the present catalog entries 
for both libraries are displayed in Figures 1-1 and 1-2.  The information that is provided 
to the user would be more useful if the location of the map or photograph was visually 
portrayed.   This application will display a variety of maps and historic photographs in an 
easy-to-use viewer. 
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Figure 1-1:  A. K. Smiley Public Library catalog sample 
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Figure 1-2:  Armacost Library catalog sample 
1.3 Overview of the Solution 
The solution requested by the librarians is a simple prototype viewer application 
capable of displaying maps and photograph locations compared to a current base map.  
The starting point of the project was to scan and georeference a small collection of 
historic maps.  Some historic photographs were also scanned and geolocated.  A 
prototype viewer that displays map footprints to show the user where each map lies on a 
current base map was designed with the ability to switch between the current base map 
and the historic scanned image.  There is also an easy way to see the location of where 
historic photographs were taken and view the photographs.       
1.3.1 Goals and Objectives 
The main goal for this project was to create a way to electronically display maps and 
photographs available at the Armacost and Smiley libraries.  Currently, at the Armacost 
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library, the only way to find out what maps are available is to go through the drawers and 
look at each map.  At the Smiley library a user can search the catalog using the word 
“map” in the KEYWORD search field.  The outcome does not reveal anything about the 
map other than the map title, call number, the producer, and location in the library.  The 
user would still have to look at the map to see if it is useful. 
The prototype viewer will help the libraries better serve their users by allowing them 
to see a scanned copy of a map or photograph as referenced to a current base map.  This 
will help the users see where the maps are on the earth, along with other limited 
information to help the user decide whether or not to pull a particular map from the 
drawers.   
There were two objectives related to this project.  One was to create a computerized 
capability that displays where maps and photographs available at the library are 
positioned on the earth.  The developed prototype viewer displays a sample of what is 
available at either library.  The second objective is to complete the necessary 
documentation for others to expand the prototype application with more maps and 
photographs, and to maintain the viewer application.   
1.3.2 Scope 
The overall scope of the project was to develop a way for the libraries to show a small 
selection of available maps displayed on a current base map.  To accomplish this, a 
prototype viewer application was designed to reference the available maps.  This was the 
first step in creating a future capability to display the available maps and photograph 
assets at both libraries.  Due to the size of the map collections, only thirteen scanned 
maps were included in the prototype viewer.  The maps chosen for this project were 
historic maps of Redlands, California.  
1.3.3 Methods 
There were several phases and methods employed to complete this project.  One phase 
deals with the georeferencing/rectification process required to get scanned maps to look 
presentable and line up with a current base map.  This was crucial so that a user can look 
at a map and determine its worth, as well as see the difference between the scanned map 
and the base map.   
Another phase was the software design for the viewer which is critical for the ease 
and ability of the user to view and determine whether an available map or photograph is 
needed.   The system design is also important to allow for the viewer to be built, 
sustained, and maintained. 
1.4 Audience 
The audience for this report includes the librarians associated with the project, who have 
minimal GIS training, and the general public who are assumed to have no GIS training.   
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1.5 Document Structure 
This report describes the approach created for the libraries to better serve their users with 
regard to the libraries’ available maps and historic photographs.  In Chapter 2, the 
background of the project and literature review is examined.  Chapter 3 includes the 
system analysis and design discussions associated with the project.  Chapter 4 examines 
the database design and the conceptual and logical models.  Chapter 5 covers the 
synopsis of the implementation phase, while Chapter 6 reviews and displays the project 
results.  Chapter 7 presents the conclusion of the work performed and a discussion of 
possible future efforts.   
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Chapter 2  – Background and Literature Review 
The ability to view different types of map data is very common, as evidenced by Google 
Earth and Open Street Map.  However, the ability to use historic map information to 
show change is not as widespread.  One of the advantages of this project when fully 
implemented will be the ability to view all of the maps and historical maps that are stored 
at the Armacost and/or Smiley Libraries.  This review looks at the ability to show change 
using historic maps over a base map and the georeferencing process.  There is also an 
assessment of several websites that display maps, and a discussion of the importance of 
uploading geospatial information onto the Internet.      
2.1 The Georeferencing Process 
In order to use historic maps to see change, the original map must be scanned and 
georeferenced to a base map or image.  David Rumsey (2004) states, “Bringing historic 
maps themselves into GIS through scanning and georectification can unleash their 
content in new and exciting ways enabling comparison, overlay and reformatting with 
modern geospatial data” (p. vii).  Georectification or georeferencing is the process of 
using tie points from historic maps and matching them to the controlled base map (Kelly 
et al., 2005; Hill, 2006; Rumsey and Williams, 2002).  Many people have studied the 
number of tie points and the type of geometric transformation needed to match the two 
images with one another.  Whatever needs to be performed on any specific map or sets of 
maps depends on the map itself.  Balletti states, “This implies the use procedures, which 
are based on the use of transformations known in modern mapping sciences, which are 
distinguished as global (projective, affine, similarity, polynomial) or as local (finite 
element, point based or feature based warping)”  (p. 32).  After processing three sets of 
data over Crete, The Eastern Mediterranean, and Venice, Balletti concluded that the best 
transformation to be performed depends on the historic map being transformed.   
Kitamoto and Nishimura (2009) reached the same conclusion while using two sets of 
Asian historic maps.  Each set needed to be handled differently in the processing of the 
images.  Therefore, each map must be assessed independently to determine the most 
suitable georeferencing procedure. 
2.2 Overview of Viewer Applications 
For this project, the ability to view the historic information is beneficial.  It was 
imperative that the prototype viewer application be easy to use by geospatial and non-
geospatial users alike.  The following sites will be assessed for their coverage and ease of 
use: Hypercities website, the David Rumsey Map Collection, the Alexandria Digital 
Library, and the Google Earth application (specifically the “Show Historical Maps” 
ability).  Each site has advantages and disadvantages with their viewing capabilities and 
the amount of information displayed.   
The Hypercities website at http://hypercities.com/  has an effective initial webpage 
with a world map with cities labeled for which the site has historical information.  
Selecting one of the cities will zoom to the main page over the chosen city.  The initial 
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overview map is miniaturized in the upper right corner, giving the user the ability to 
switch cities when desired.  As the selected city is displayed, the historic maps are listed 
in chronological order, oldest to newest, on the right side of the screen.  The user can 
review more than one historic map at a time, in order to compare them temporally.  An 
advantage of this site is that when users position their cursors over the map list, a 
footprint of the map appears over the city on the main screen.  When an historic map is 
selected, the historic image is drawn on top of the base map.  This ability is scale 
dependent.  If the user is zoomed out on the basemap, where more land features are 
displayed, some of the smaller scanned maps won’t be shown which could be a 
drawback.  An advantage of this website is the slider bar located beneath each image 
which allows the user to fade the historic image in and out to better see the changes 
between the base map and the historic map.  The limiting factor of this website is that it 
only covers selected major cities displayed in Table below.  
Table 1. List of covered cities from the Hypercities website 
City Name Country 
Number 
of maps Year of Map 
Berlin German 41 
1237, 1650, 1688, 1710, 1723, 1745, 1760, 1766, 
1772, 1805, plus 31 more 
Houston, Texas United States 7 
1670-1730, 1807-1843, 1820, 1840(x2), 1862, 
1978  
Kayenta, Arizona United States 6 1670-1730, 1807-1843, 1820, 1840, 1978 
Lima Peru 2 1755, 1824 
London United Kingdom 1 1854 
Los Angeles, California United States 42 
1670-1846, 1784-1846, 1807-1843, 1820, 1840, 
1857, 1884, 1888, 1897, 1898, plus 32 more 
Mexico City Mexico 16 
1519, 1524, 1556, 1670-1730, 1697, 1760, 1807-
1843, 1820, 1837, 1840, plus 6 more 
New York, New York United States 48 
1609, 1939, 1660, 1664, 1670-1730, 1766, 1767, 
1775, 1776(x2), 1789, plus 37 more 
Ollantaytambo Peru 9 2008(x7), 2009-2025, 2025 
Paris France 9 
1705, 1797, 1869, 1863, 1865, 1867, 1900(x2), 
1920 
Rome Italy 24 
211, 300, 1538, 1544, 1551, 1553, 1561, 1663, 
1708, 1758, plus 14 more 
Saigon Vietnam 3 1860, 1931, 1954 
San Francisco, California United States 12 
1670-1730, 1784-1846, 1807-1843, 1820, 1840, 
1888, 1934, 1944, 1978, 2010(x2) 
Seoul South Korea 4 1880, 1911, 1946, 1974 
Shanghai China 3 1932(x2), 1945 
Tel Aviv Israel 2 1918, 1930 
Tokyo Japan 10 1880, 1900, 1922, 1930, 1944(x2), 1945(x4)  
Vancouver Canada 9 
1670-1730, 1807-1843, 1820, 1840, 1923, 1947, 
1964, 1972, 1978 
Wellington New Zealand 4 1870, 1924, 1936, 1940 
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The David Rumsey Map Collection at  http://www.davidrumsey.com/  has many 
historic maps and is geared towards the geospatial professional.  However, the user must 
have some basic expertise regarding GIS and needs to know how to navigate the site and 
what each available viewing option can achieve.  There are eight different viewer types, 
each with different historic maps and areas of coverage, which are accessible depending 
on the application.  Some of the viewers give a full listing of metadata regarding the 
historic maps, which is helpful if that information is necessary.  On some of the viewers, 
the map is indicated with an icon, the ability to see footprints is not a function of the 
website, and bringing up more than one map at a time is not available.   
The main purpose of the Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) website at 
http://www.alexandria.ucsb.edu/  is to download specific data, not examine what is 
available on the screen and compare to a base map.  This website is geared towards 
professional geospatial users.  At the ADL site, an initial description page directs a user 
to the NGDA Globetrotter webpage (National Geospatial Digital Archives).  The initial 
display is of North America with a small locator map in the lower right corner and a 
search box in the lower left corner of the map.  The ability to switch between several base 
maps is presented.  To begin, the user enters an area of interest in the search box which 
changes the display to the corresponding area.  The Start button, positioned above the 
locator map, is then selected to continue the application.  The map view changes again to 
display the footprints in the main map and a list of available maps, with a thumbnail on 
the left hand side of the webpage.  On the left side, under the titles of the maps, is the link 
to view the associated metadata which give the basic map information and types of 
downloads available.  The main maps that are offered on the ADL website are USGS 
Digital Raster Graphics (DRGs), Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangle Images 
(DOQQs), 7.5 minute Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), and LandSat Mosaic data.   The 
data availability and types that can be accessed on the website are intermittent across the 
globe.  The user cannot view the actual information except in thumbnail view.  This site 
could help a user decide to download the data from the site, but cannot be used to 
examine the maps. 
The Google Earth application is one of the most commonly viewed.  The site has an 
icon labeled “Show Historical Maps” which shows imagery.  Navigation between the 
available imagery is accomplished through a time slider ability.  The user can put the 
indicator of the slider at the left end and progress from one set of images to the next, with 
new images placed on top.  Also displayed on the site are basic names and symbols.  The 
text associated with the symbols pops up rather large depending on scale, and can be 
distracting to the user.  Another issue is the absence of a legend to explain what the 
symbols signify; the accompanying text does not always define the symbol.  The main 
drawback of this application is that it only displays historic imagery, not historic maps.   
2.3 Summary 
These websites and applications have advantages and disadvantages in regards to the 
viewer for this project.  Since the need was for something very simple, there must be a 
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familiar look and easy understanding of the site for it to be useful.  After performing all 
the necessary processing to upload the historic maps into the viewer tool, the website 
administrator must put the maps on the internet in a way that is easily accessible to all 
appropriate library users.  “The value of geographic information (like all forms of digital 
information) and the power of GIS applications to solved problems are proportional to 
their accessibility” Harder (1998) (p. 1).  This is a powerful statement regarding GIS and 
the internet.  Being able to see historic maps and photographs in relation to current 
imagery or base maps will be beneficial to many members of the Redlands community. 
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Chapter 3  – System Analysis and Design 
The system analysis and design of this project centered on the creation of the prototype 
viewer application for use by the libraries’ patrons.  The requirements discussion talks 
about the viewer’s usability, implementation, and maintenance of the viewer application.  
The system design section reviews the hardware needs for upkeep of the functionality.  
The software is also reviewed as related to the application. The project plan section 
discusses the changes that occurred during the execution of this project, what took longer 
than anticipated, and the reasons behind it.    
3.1 Problem Statement 
The students and library users that go to the University of Redlands’ Armacost Library 
and the City of Redlands’ Smiley Library do not have a way to preview maps that are 
available in these libraries.  The focus of the project was to provide a prototype map 
viewer application that displays scanned copies of maps or digitized map footprints to 
show what geographic area is covered by a given map.  The user can also use this 
application to look at scanned historic maps, compared to a present day base map, and 
see the amount of change that has occurred.  The ability to view historic photographs and 
see where they are located on the map is also useful.  The viewer can also display which 
library stores the map or photograph so that the user can easily access the actual 
information. 
3.2 Requirements Analysis 
Working with the clients, requirements were formulated by preparing user needs, use 
cases, and information product descriptions.  The user needs includes a summary and 
describes the components and associated workflows.  The use cases describe what an 
audience, watching a user would see if they had observed them.  The information 
products describe, in a series of steps, the methods or workflow of a particular process.  
These items framed the functional and non-functional requirements for this project. 
3.2.1  Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements of the project describe how the library users will access the 
Library Viewer Application, whether at the library or at either of the library websites.  
This access includes the ability to use the website and the prototype viewer application.  
These requirements were used to guide the creation of the application to make it very 
easy for the user to discover maps that are available and the geographic areas they cover.  
This is also true for the display and location of the photographs available from the library.  
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Table 2. Functional Requirements 
Requirement  Requirement Description 
Access viewer application at library or 
at home 
Having access to the map viewer 
application either at the library or online 
from home. 
View available maps 
The library user can ascertain the available 
maps at the library. 
Locate available maps 
Library user can ascertain the location of 
the scanned maps on the earth. 
Ascertain map footprint 
Determine map footprint either from the 
scanned georeferenced source or the 
location of the map on the ground. 
Determine which library has the 
desired map 
Library user can determine through the 
metadata provided which library has the 
desired map. 
 
3.2.2  Non-Functional Requirements 
This project also has non-functional requirements that are associated with the viewer 
application.  These requirements manage the technical, operational, and transitional 
aspects of the project and constrain the ability of the application to perform and be 
updated with new maps and photographs.    
The technical requirements relate to the application and what is needed in order to 
create and run the application.  The operational requirements relate to the update and 
maintenance of the maps and the photographs.  The transitional requirements of this 
project deal with providing the hardware and software to successfully deploy the 
prototype viewer application.  In order to maintain the viewer application, some training 
will be required for those who will further develop the prototype.   The list of non-
functional requirements is itemized in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Non-Functional Requirements 
Req. Type Requirement  Requirement Description 
Technical Web Browser 
Need a basic computer with 
internet browser, preferably the 
latest version of Firefox. 
Technical 
ArcGIS Desktop 10.0 and Arc 
GIS Server 10.0 or higher 
Initial setup, upgrade and 
maintenance of the application 
which will require ArcMap, at least 
ArcEditor license. 
Technical Web Application 
Create easy to view and update 
display of the map and 
photographic information. 
Operational Map updates and maintenance 
Maintain and update map data 
sources in the application to include 
scanning and georeferencing any 
new non-digital sources along with 
georeferencing digital ones and 
insert to the application. 
Operational 
Photograph updates and 
maintenance 
Maintain and update photographic 
data sources in the application to 
include scanning and geolocating 
any new non-digital sources along 
with geolocating digital ones and 
insert to the application. 
Transitional System Documentation 
Describe the necessary Hardware 
required for the Library viewer to 
operate. 
Transitional System Documentation 
Describe the necessary Software 
required for the Library viewer to 
operate and update the application. 
Transitional Training 
Training for ArcMap/ArcSDE/ 
ArcGIS Server for being able to 
continue placing scanned maps, 
footprints and locate photographs 
as well as publishing map services 
to incorporate into the viewer tool. 
 
3.3 System Design 
The system design for this project focused on the library user in the creation of the 
prototype viewer application, the supporting information to go into the tool, and the 
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ability to display this over the web.  Both hardware and software considerations were 
needed for the creation of the capability and the implementation and maintenance of the 
application.   
3.3.1  Hardware 
The hardware requirements for this project were related to the viewer application and 
getting the maps and photographs into the viewer.  A large format scanner was needed to 
convert the maps into the appropriate digital format.  Due to their size, the scanning of 
the maps was completed by an outside company.  The photographs were scanned on a 
small format scanner.  As for the application, there must be enough power, storage, and 
system resources to run the required software to make the supporting files needed to 
create, implement, and maintain the viewer application.  The diagram for the hardware 
needed for the project is displayed in Figure 3-1. 
 
 
Figure 3-1:  Project Hardware 
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3.3.2  Software 
With regards to the maps and viewer application, there was a suite of software 
packages required to support this project.  To create and modify the scanned map data, 
map footprint data, and photograph associated data to be presented in the viewer, the 
following software was required: Photoshop, ArcMap, ArcSDE, and ArcGIS Services.  
To create the application to display the map viewer ability, the Flash Builder software 
was needed for modification to the associated viewer application code.  For the 
photographs, a small scanner was the only requirement to get the photos in digital form.  
Figure 3-2 displays the user interactions and related software. 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Project Software  
The majority of the software required for the project is needed for the creations of 
appropriate data and maintenance of the viewer application.  As for the libraries and 
library users, they will be able to use any web browser to access the viewer application.  
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3.4 Project Plan 
At the beginning of this project the emphasis was on showing change through historic 
maps.  During the course of the project and through discussions with the client the focus 
shifted to show the available maps and photographs that the library carries using historic 
maps and photographs.  This project was completed through a series of tasks that at times 
overlapped.  These tasks began with planning, went through source analysis, system 
design, software design, then implementation, and finished with presentation and 
documentation.     
The planning task that was originally proposed was ambitious, given the deadline for 
completing the project.  Not all of the original ideas that were envisioned were 
implemented; many were deemed things that could be done in the future.  Working with 
the clients and understanding their needs was straightforward.  One of the few tasks for 
this project that did not require the hours that were allotted was the planning.       
When the source analysis task was estimated, many of the subtasks did not require 
the amount of time allotted, and some required more.  Most of the map sources came 
from the Smiley Library and many of these sources were already in digital form.  Only a 
few more maps were needed for the prototype viewer.   These maps were taken to Esri 
and scanned into a digital format.  All of the photographs that were selected were already 
in digital form, provided by the client.   
Of the analysis task, the subtask that took longer than estimated was the 
georeferencing process.  After getting all of the map data in the correct format, the 
georeferencing processing was then completed.  It was then noticed that some editing was 
required to best display the scanned maps in the viewer application.  In order to make the 
scanned maps presentable for the prototype viewer, some manipulations had to be 
completed.  This decision was made after the georeference process had already been 
completed, so this had to be repeated after cropping the scanned files, and adjusting the 
colors for best viewing.  After georeferencing the files, they were run through the 
ArcMap rectify tool in order to keep their location for further processing.  Figuring out 
the issues and the proper georeferencing process took much longer than originally 
anticipated.    
The system design tasks dealt with creating a website that the prototype viewer 
would be initialized from.  After looking at what the libraries needed, it was determined 
not to use a separate website but rather create the application and run it from the libraries’ 
established websites.  
The software design task was the main focus of the later part of the project.  There 
were decisions made as to the best way to create the application, whether by using Flex 
API configuration files or the basic Flex structure employing the Flash Builder compiler 
and components.  The learning curve was steeper than anticipated. 
The implementation task of the project was shortened.  The prototype viewer is the 
beginning of what the libraries will need in the future for full execution.  This project was 
designed to show the benefits of what this viewer application could do for the library if it 
was fully functional.  One of the items that got curtailed for this project was testing the 
viewer application; due to time constraints testing the viewer was removed.  Since the 
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project was to create a prototype viewer application, the necessary structure and files 
were recorded onto a CD for both clients.   
The presentation and documentation task had its own challenges.  More time was 
needed for the prototype viewer creation than was planned, so completion of some 
sections of the document was done, while other sections had to wait until the prototype 
creation was closer to completion.   
3.5 Summary 
Through defining the problem statement and requirements analyses, both functional and 
non-functional, along with the clients’ help, the project was steered to a desired solution.  
The system design to include both hardware and software was formulated and refined as 
necessary by both client needs and project constraints.  The project plan had some 
modifications as needed in order to meet the goals of the overall project.   
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Chapter 4  – Database Design 
The database design for this project was formulated during the course of project.  The 
initial elements required to get this project started were the maps themselves, but not in 
the standard paper map format.  They were transformed into a digital format that the 
computer could understand and use to insert into the viewer application.  The associated 
information was created and the appropriate attributes were then applied, followed by 
creation of the required files.  The resulting information was used in the Flex viewer 
application that was conceived and created in Flash Builder using the requirements from 
the client.  The requirements were the driving force of what was collected as an attribute 
and what was needed for display in the viewer application. 
4.1 Conceptual Data Model 
The conceptual data model for this project is an abstract representation of the problem 
that concerns the client.  This was a perception of the components involved in the project 
and a tenuous understanding of how the relationship of elements work or function 
together.  The conceptual model for this project is shown in Figure 4-1.   
 
 
Figure 4-1: The Conceptual Model 
At the top of the model are Location and Geographical Referenced Object (GRO).  
These items are linearly related: the location was where a user needs to see what maps 
and photographs are available over a specific area, and the GRO were the elements 
related to the area.  These elements were the point and area features related to the project 
that deal with the maps and photographs.    
Under the location box were the Point of Interest (POI) and the Area of Interest 
(AOI).  These refer to the types of data being referenced in the diagram.  The POI refers 
to the photographs; these are points where the photographs were taken.  The AOI was the 
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extent on the ground that the library user is concerned with and includes the scanned 
maps, aerial maps, and associated footprints.   The location portion of the conceptual 
model is displayed in Figure 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-2: The location portion of the Conceptual Model 
The GRO box brings together the elements that are found in the different types of 
location.  For the Point of Interest, the GRO is the photograph and photographic point 
position.  For the Area of Interest the GRO is the scanned map, aerial photograph, and 
map footprints.  A diagram of the GRO portion of the diagram is provided in Figure 4-3.    
 
  
Figure 4-3: The graphical reference object in the Conceptual Model 
The parts and pieces that have been described above relate the library user’s 
concerns with the available library information regarding photographs and maps.  These 
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elements are all related by their location and the area on the ground that is of interest, or 
the geospatial location of maps and photographs.    
4.2 Logical Data Model 
There was much thought regarding the development of the logical model.  Creation of a 
prototype does not have the same demands on computer space, processing, and storage as 
if this viewer were to be fully implemented by the libraries.  In either case—prototype or 
full implementation—thought had to be given to the requirement to complete the project 
keeping in mind the limited scope of a few maps included in the prototype.  
There are basic sets of data for this project: the photographs, along with the 
photograph point locations, and the maps and their corresponding footprints.  The logical 
model is displayed in Figure 4-4. 
  
Viewer application
-Sheet Name
-Sheet Number
-Call Number
-Year
-Library
-MapProducer
-Scale
Footprint
Aerial PhotoScanned Map
Photograph
-PicName
-PicComment
-PhotoURL
-PhotoYear
-Library
-PhotoPage
-Angle
Photo Points
 
Figure 4-4: The Logical Data Model 
For the photographs a geodatabase was created to add all of the point positions 
related to where the photographs were located.  Included with this file are all of the 
required attributes for photograph retrieval and the associated information to be 
displayed.  Thought was given to the portrayal of the photographs in the viewer and what 
associated information was needed.  The attributes were either descriptive or required for 
proper rendering in the viewer application.    
For the maps, there were several things that needed to be created for the viewer 
application.  The scans of the maps were put into a geodatabase,  and the associated 
footprint to the scanned maps and other map area footprints were also put into a 
geodatabase that includes all of the needed attribute data so that the library user can look 
at all of the available maps and determine if anything available could meet their need.   
The attributes for the footprints were either generated from the map source, the library, or 
created because it was needed for the viewer application. 
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4.3 Data Sources 
The data associated with the project came from the libraries themselves.  The purpose of 
this project was to display available maps and photographs, which is where the data 
originated from.  Most of the photographs were provided by the Smiley Library.  The 
others came from sources that are located at either library.   All of the maps except for 
one were provided by the Smiley Library; the last one was provided by the Armacost 
Library.   
The map sources that were included in the prototype are thirteen maps of differing 
scales and span the years between 1887 and 1991.  Copies of all thirteen maps are 
displayed in Figures 4-5 to Figures 4-17.     
 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Reproduction of Town Plat of Redlands (Tuttle, 1887) 
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Figure 4-6: Reproduction of Map of City of Redlands (Ford, 1890) 
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Figure 4-7: Reproduction of Redlands, California (Ford, 1906) 
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Figure 4-8: Reproduction of Sanborn Fire Insurance Map 1908, Sheet 12 (Sanborn 
Map Company, 1908) 
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Figure 4-9: Reproduction of Indexed Map of the City of Redlands, circa 1910 (John 
P. Fisk Company, 1911) 
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Figure 4-10:  Reproduction of Redlands, CA (The Redlands Chambers of 
Commerce, 1926) 
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Figure 4-11:  Reproduction of Bridle Trails in and around Redlands, CA (Ford, 
1941) 
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Figure 4-12:  Reproduction of Topographical Map of “Redlands and Vicinity, CA” 
(United States Geological Survey, 1943) 
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Figure 4-13:  Reproduction of City of Redlands (Schott, 1955) 
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Figure 4-14:  Reproduction of Redlands and Vicinity, and San Bernardino Mountain 
Area (Redlands City Planning Commission, 1957) 
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Figure 4-15:  Reproduction of One of Series of Aerial Photographs of Redlands 
(Pafford and Assoc., 1960) 
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Figure 4-16:  Reproduction of Redlands, California: Street Map (City of Redlands, 
Chambers of Commerce, 1971) 
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Figure 4-17:  Reproduction of Zoning Map, Redlands, CA (Redlands City Planning 
Commission, 1991) 
The photographs selected for this viewer application were chosen for their graphic 
appeal and their ability to be geolocated on the map (e.g. Figures 4-18, 4-19 and 4-20). 
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Figure 4-18:  Reproduction of Photograph. (Burgess, 2004a, p. 111) 
 
Figure 4-19:  Reproduction of Photograph. (Burgess, 2004b, p. 118) 
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Figure 4-20:  Reproduction of Painting. (Stoddard, 2007, p.26)  
The required metadata were collected directly off the documents, or created during 
the process of putting the data into the application.  There were two types of beginning 
data: the maps and the photographs.  There were four types of datasets associated with 
the project: the scanned maps, the scanned photographs, the footprints for scanned maps 
and the photograph point file that locates the photograph on the ground.       
4.4 Image Handling 
The image handling involved the collection methods, the scrubbing, and loading data 
onto the computer.  The data collection method included getting the data onto the 
computer and into a format that was prepared for the application.  For the photographs, a 
small scale scanner was used by the library to generate the digital files.  For the maps, a 
large format scanner was used to create the necessary digital files.  To supplement the 
selection, a few additional maps were chosen by the library staff and scanned.  
The image scrubbing and loading process prepared the data to be imported into the 
application.  This required several things: getting the data to look presentable to be 
displayed in the viewer, referencing the image to the earth, and getting the final files into 
a format required by the viewer application.  
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The first step of the process was to scan the map if it was not already in digital 
format.  The next step was viewing the map in Photoshop to make any required 
modifications to improve its appearance.  First, the edge of the scan was cropped to the 
neatline of the map.  Then adjustments were applied using the Photoshop contrast and 
brightness tools.   For each map the required adjustments depended on the appearance 
and quality of the scanned map.  The resulting map was saved as a jpeg file. 
The next set of steps dealt with positioning the scanned map onto a current base map.  
This process, called georeferencing, used tie points from a map and matched them to a 
controlled base map.  Once all of the tie points were identified, the image was 
transformed using affine, second order, or third order polynomial transformations, 
depending on which transformation yields the best fit. The georeferenced maps were 
processed through a rectification tool and stored in a file geodatabase.   
After the scanned files were georeferenced and rectified, a map footprint or polygon 
feature class was created using the boundary of each map.  All footprint feature classes 
were merged into a single feature class where all of the required attributes were applied.  
These attributes include the map sheet name and sheet number, the library call number, 
the year the map was published, the publisher of the map, the scale, and the library that 
has the item.  Table 4 contains the details of the scanned maps that were used in the 
project prototype viewer. 
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Table 4. Metadata for the Scanned Maps 
 
To prepare the photographs to be utilized by the viewer application only one thing 
was needed: a point feature class containing the ground location of the photographs.  
Included in this file were all the attributes associated with the photographs, such as the 
photograph name, the photograph comment which includes a brief description of the 
photograph, the photo URL required by the application for display, the year of the 
photograph, the copyright note that includes the book that the picture came from and the 
page it is found on, and the library where it can be found.  Table 5 contains the details of 
the photographs that were used in this project. 
Sheet Name Year
Library       
Call Number Publisher Scale  Map URL
Town Plat of Redlands 1887
Smiley             
E 110:3 TOW Chambers of Commerce 1:2,400 http:// . . .
Map of the City of Redlands 1890
Smiley              
E 120:45 MAP I. Ford, C.E., 1:9 600 http:// . . .
Redlands, California 1906
Smiley             
E 120:6 RED I. Ford, C.E., 1:9,600 http:// . . .
Sanborn Fire Insurance map 1908: 
Sheet Number 12  * 1908
Smiley             
E 120:55 SAN
Sanborn (-Perris) Map & 
Pub Co 1:600 http:// . . .
Indexed map of the City of Redlands, 
circa 1910 1911
Smiley              
E 120:39 IND John P Fisk Co. 1:18,000 (est.) http:// . . .
Redlands, CA 1926
Smiley             
E 120:14 RED Chambers of Commerce 1:16,000 (est.) http:// . . .
Bridle Trails in & around Redlands, 
CA 1941
Smiley              
E 130:61 BRI I. Ford, C.E., 1:9,600 http:// . . .
Topographical quad map of "Redlands 
and vicinity, California" 1943
Smiley             
E 130:69 TOP USGS 1:31,680 http:// . . .
City of Redlands 1955
Smiley              
E 130:50 CIT
G.S. Schott Engineering 
Dept 1:12,000 http:// . . .
Redlands and vicinity, and San 
Bernardino Mountain Area 1957
Smiley             
E 130:10 RED Daily Facts 1:21,000 (est.) http:// . . .
One of Series of Aerial Photographs of 
Redlands 1960
Smiley             
E 140:20 SER
Pafford and Assoc., 
Surveyors, March 30, 1960 1:12,000 http:// . . .
Redlands, California: Street Map 1971
Smiley             
E 140:11 RED Chambers of Commerce 1:24,000 (est.) http:// . . .
Zoning Map, Redlands, CA 1991
Armacost    
G4364.R3
Redlands City Planning 
Commission 1:12,000 http:// . . .
* The remainder of the footprints are other Sheet Numbers from the same Sanborn Series                                   
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Table 5. Metadata for the Photographs 
 
Picture Name PhotoYear Picture Comment Library Copyright ** PhotoURL
State Street west cira 
1887 1887 *
Downtown began to take form by late 1880s.  This is 
State Street looking west between Firth and Sixth 
Street.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 19 in the . . . http:// . . .
State Street west cira 
1896 1896
The southwest corner of State and Orange Streets as it 
looked in 1896.  For 10 years, mules of Redlands Street 
Railway pulled streetcars from Fifth and State Streets 
to points in south Redlands. 
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 25 in the . . . http:// . . .
Orange Street cira 
1905 1900 *
From City Hall, formerly the YMCA building, this view 
of Orange Street around 1900 looks north.The Fishet 
Building is on the right; the triangle formed by the 
intersection of Orange, Cajon, and Citrus Streets in on 
the left.  
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 28 in the . . . http:// . . .
Orange Street cira 
1925 1925 *
This is Orange Street in the mid-1920s seen from the 
second floor of the Union Bank.  This view looks north 
to the intersection of Central and Orange Streets.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 39 in the . . . http:// . . .
State Street at 
Christmas time 1955
Christmas decorations adorn State Street in 1955. The 
view from La Posada shows F.W. Woolworth at the 
southest corner of State and Orange Streets.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 42 in the . . . http:// . . .
Preseident McKinley 
at Smiley Library 1901
President McKinley's carriage passes in front of Smiley 
Library. 
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 75 in the . . . http:// . . .
McKinley School 1910 *
McKinley School, at the southeast corner of Olive and 
Center Street, was built in 1903 and razed in 1937
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 104 in the . . . http:// . . .
University of 
Redlands Memorial 
Chapel 1957
The Memorial Chapel, listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places, was designed by architect and alumnus 
Herbert Powell and built in 1927.  The Georgian tower 
is framed in the background by Mt. Harrison and the 
San Bernardino mountain ranges with a dusting of 
winter snow.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 111 in the . . . http:// . . .
Original A.K. Smiley 
Library 1898
This April 1898 view of the about-to-be-dedicated A.K. 
Smiley Public Library features its Moorish-inspired 
architecture and central observation tower.  Albert K. 
Smiley borrowed $60,000 to purchase the park and 
build the library, which he gifted to the City of 
Redlands.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 118 in the . . . http:// . . .
Painted White A.K. 
Smiley Library 1973
Because architect Elmer Grey felt the library's red 
color overpowered his Lincoln Memorial Shrine, just 
south of the library, he urged prominent philanthropist 
Robert Watchorn in 1939 to paint the library white.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Copyright: Picture 
can be found on 
page 119 in the . . . http:// . . .
Casa Loma Hotel Unknown
This is a sketch of the Casa Loma Hotel created by 
Joseph Stoddard.  This picture amongs others were put 
into a book called Redlands Sketchbook sponsored by 
the University of Redlands.
Armacost 
Library
Pictures can be 
found on page 26 in 
the . . . http:// . . .
Eureka Street near 
Brookside Ave Unknown
Here is a neighborhood on Eureka Street near 
Brookside Ave.
A. K. Smiley 
Library
Pictures can be 
found on page 108 
in the . . . http:// . . .
*  These are the approximate years
**  The complete copyright note can be found in the associated popup window
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4.5 Summary 
For this project the source data was gathered and converted into formats required by the 
viewer application.  The application was designed and coded according to the software 
parameters and the client’s needs.   
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Chapter 5  – Viewer Implementation 
The data source availability, preparations, and conversion all prepared the map and 
photograph data for the map viewer application.  There are two major sections in this 
chapter describing the viewer implementation; the final data preparations, and the viewer 
application creation.  These address the heart of the solution required by the library to 
support their users. 
5.1  Final Data Preparations 
All of the steps prior to this point dealt with getting the scanned files ready to be 
used by the viewer application.  There were still several steps required before the source 
data was ready to be ingested by the viewer application.  These steps dealt with the 
manipulation of the geodatabases, and the creation of the ArcGIS services that will allow 
the viewer application to display the geographic and photographic information.     
5.1.1 Geodatabase Manipulations 
The previous preparation of the source data was handled in two separate workflows 
to get the source information ready.  One workflow relates to the maps, referring to the 
scanned maps and map footprints.  The second workflow relates to the photographs that 
have been included in the application.  Figure 5-1 presents the interrelationship between 
all of the essential files required to support the ability to exhibit information in the 
application.  A description of each workflow will be addressed independently. 
 
Figure 5-1:  Essential File Creation Workflow 
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The workflow associated with the maps has two parts: one regarding the scanned 
maps, the second the footprints.  After they were preprocessed, to include being modified 
or adjusted, georeferenced and rectified, the scanned maps were imported into a 
geodatabase.  Next, the scanned maps were used to create the first set of footprints which 
were put into another geodatabase.  The footprints were created from the entire map sheet 
to include the edge of the map, so that the footprint reflects the scanned map in its 
entirety.  There was a second set of footprints that displayed the area included in a map 
but did not have a matching scanned map.  For this project one of the scanned maps was 
the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of 1908 Sheet 12.  This scanned map was only one of 
28 map sheets included in the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of 1908 series.  Only the 
footprints for the other twenty seven map sheets of this series were included in this 
project.  A user can look at the map footprint, determine the area of coverage, and decide 
whether to pull the map for closer inspection.        
The second workflow was associated with the photographs.  The photographs were 
stored in a folder to be accessed by the viewer when needed.  The photograph point file 
was also converted into a geodatabase.   
The next step for final data preparation dealt with the conversion of the footprint and 
photographic point files into an ArcSDE feature class.  This was required to create the 
appropriate files (ArcGIS Service) for the viewer application to relate to and display the 
required map and photographic information.  Figure 5-2 displays the footprint and 
photograph geodatabases conversion to ArcSDE feature classes taken from the essential 
file creation workflow figure above.  
 
 
 
Figure 5-2:  ArcSDE File Conversion 
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5.1.2 Create Required ArcGIS Services 
After the creation of the ArcSDE feature classes, all of the items were ready to create 
the final sets of files needed for the viewer application to display the maps, photographs 
and their associated information.  First, the footprint and photograph ArcSDE feature 
classes were brought up in ArcMap and processed into both an ArcGIS Feature Service 
and Map Service.  Next, each individual scanned map was converted into an ArcGIS Map 
Service.   With the creation of the ArcGIS services, all of the supporting data were ready 
to be displayed in the viewer application. 
5.2 Viewer Application Creation 
The heart of this project was the viewer application, the tool that the libraries need to 
make it easier for their users to find maps and photographs.  This was the part of the 
project that took the most time.  The development required envisioning what was needed, 
creating the code, modifying the code, reviewing and then modifying the code again.  
This was an iterative process.  The work was broken up into major sections: the viewer 
framework, photograph manipulations, and the scanned maps and footprints portion.    
5.2.1 Viewer Framework   
The viewer framework was where the initial decisions on the look and feel of the 
viewer application were made.  There were many decisions made, all with the thought to 
create a viewer that gives the library users the information they need while also being 
easy to use.  The ArcGIS Viewer for Flex was selected to create this application due to its 
ease of use, and that it can be customized using Flash Builder.  Since the application was 
going to be run over the web and the base maps that were going to be used were from 
Esri’s ArcGIS Resources, the projection that was selected was WGS 1984 Web Mercator 
(Auxiliary Sphere), which has become the default for many web mapping applications. 
The look and feel of the viewer, or the basic application framework, was determined 
next.  This included the decision on what basemaps were to be provided as options for the 
user to view.  The initial map that was displayed when the user entered the application 
was the topographic basemap.  The user also had the option to use the imagery basemap 
and the Open Street Map basemap.  The user can switch between these basemap options 
using the button bar at the top right of the map (Figure 5-3). 
 
 
Figure 5-3:  Basemap Options 
The other framework items include the title bar, navigation bar, scale bar, and right 
side panel.  Some of these are displayed below in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4:  Framework items 
5.2.2 Photograph manipulations 
The handling of the photographs was another major section in the creation of the 
viewer application.  The objective was to be able to preview each photograph and gather 
some basic information.  The location of each photograph is symbolized on the map with 
a diamond point symbol.  The user is then able to select a point symbol and a popup 
window appears with the photograph and associated information.      
5.2.3 Scanned Maps and Footprints 
The work associated with the scanned maps and footprints was more complicated.  
The side panels to the right of the viewer applications deal with the map footprints and 
scanned maps.  They list all of the maps that were available and includes a scroll bars to 
read the full map names and see all of the maps available.  As a map is clicked on in the 
upper right window, several things happen at once: the associated footprint is highlighted 
on the main screen in a thick red line, the associated map/footprint information is 
populated in the lower right “Selected Map Information” window, and the scanned map, 
if available, is displayed in the main window. 
Title Bar 
Navigation Bar 
Scale Bar 
Side Panels 
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Some of the footprints that were included do not have an accompanying scanned 
map.  They do include the information associated with the area so that when one of these 
maps is selected the footprint is still highlighted in red and the associated map/footprint 
information is displayed in the lower right window.  This was designed for a series of 
maps that are the same type of map but over different areas.  This can be used by the user 
to look at the area of coverage for a map series, view one of the scanned maps from the 
series to see the level of detail, and then decide whether the map covering their area of 
interest would be worth closer inspection.        
The final framework items are the Welcome window that pops up on the initial entry 
into the application, and the instructions for use of the application.  Both of these were 
developed as the viewer application matured.   
5.3 Summary 
When the file preparations for the maps and photographs have been attained, the 
finalization process was achieved.  The required essential files are generated.  This 
includes the Arc SDE feature classes which are used for the ArcGIS Feature Service 
creation.  Then the scanned maps are converted to ArcGIS Map Services.  These files are 
used by the Library Viewer Application to display to the users what maps and 
photographs are available.  
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Chapter 6  – Results  
This chapter provides a discussion on the Library Viewer Application and the impact that 
it will have on students at the University of Redlands and the general public who use the 
A.K. Smiley Public Library.  This application will help the users find available maps and 
photographs.       
6.1 Library Viewer application 
The purpose of this project was to create a web viewer application for library users to 
find maps and photographs that are available, see where those items are located on a 
basemap, and provide the necessary information to obtain the physical map.  This web 
viewer will also provide the user with a way to compare an historical map to a current 
map, and identify any changes that have occurred.     
6.1.1 Viewer Application Interface 
The viewer application was developed using Esri’s ArcGIS API for Flex and Adobe 
Flash Builder.  Many viewer aspects were reviewed in order to determine what needed to 
be included.  The basic interface for this prototype is presented in Figure 6-1.   
 
 
Figure 6-1:  Primary window of the Library Viewer Application 
The base elements needed for this viewer to be useable and user friendly were the 
Title bar, Navigation bar, Map Switcher bar, viewer instructions, and the side panel.    
Additional functionality would make it more complex and harder to use.    
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6.1.2 Users’ Experience 
The main objective of this application was for it to be easy to use.  In order for the library 
user to initiate the viewer, they start by going onto either of the library’s websites via 
most browsers.  They then select the link stating “Find a Map or Photograph.”  This 
brings up the initial Library Viewer Application webpage.  From here the user reviews 
the Welcome Box, and then clicks on the OK button to dismiss the box and use the 
viewer application (Figure 6-2).   
 
 
Figure 6-2:  Welcome Box 
From the Welcome Box, the users brings up the Viewer Instruction box with 
directions on how to move around the viewer, and how to view the maps and photographs 
(Figure 6-3).  These instructions explain several things: for the basic window movement, 
the Navigation bar on the left side of the screen is used; for the maps, the panel on the 
right side of the screen presents the list of maps available; and for the photographs, one of 
the red diamond symbols is selected and the associated photograph will be presented in 
the display window.   
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Figure 6-3:  Viewer Instruction Box 
The next step is to view a map.  The user selects a map from the list on the side panel  
(Figure 6-4). When a map is selected, several actions occur: the footprint for the map. 
 
 
Figure 6-4:  Side Panel Windows  
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is highlighted in the main window with a bold red frame, the associated information is 
displayed in the bottom side panel window called “Select Map Information,” and if there 
is scanned map available it is displayed in the main window.  Figure 6-5 displays the 
appearance of the viewer application after a map is selected.  The user can then fade the 
map in and out, using the slider bar in the bottom right panel window.  The user can 
zoom in and out to view the scanned map with the basemap.  The user also has the ability 
to change the base map to either an Imagery or Open Street basemap, by selecting the 
appropriate button in the upper right corner of the main window. 
 
 
Figure 6-5:  Viewer Application after Map Selection 
In order to better view the photographs the user zooms in to a small area in the main 
window to better view the red diamond symbols.  These are the locations of photographs 
that have been included.  The user clicks on a diamond symbol and a popup window 
appears with the accompanying photograph and associated information (Figure 6-6).   
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Figure 6-6: The Photograph Popup Window 
6.2 Full Implementation 
This Library Viewer Application is a prototype.  Due to the volume of maps and 
photographs located at the two libraries, only thirteen maps and twelve photographs are 
included in the prototype.  All of the maps and photographs in the application are of the 
Redlands, California area.  For this viewer application to be truly useful to users, all of 
the maps and photographs in the libraries would need to be scanned, georeferenced, and 
loaded into the viewer.  The next section discusses the requirements for those steps.   
6.2.1 Adding more sources 
There are two main image sources in the viewer application: maps and photographs.   The 
most difficult and costly additions would be scanning and georeferencing the maps.  Most 
of the larger maps require a large format scanner.  A large format scanner is not a 
standard piece of equipment in most offices, and would require an external company to 
do this work.   
The next steps would be to make the appropriate adjustments and georeference the 
map to a basemap.  These processes require Photoshop and ArcMap.  In Photoshop the 
map would be modified as necessary to make it look presentable.  This includes rotating 
the map, cropping to the map edge, and adjusting the brightness and contrast.  Next, the 
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map would be georeferenced.  This requires a person with significant experience with 
ArcMap. 
The second type of source was the photographs.  These would also be scanned but 
small format scanners are fairly common today; most offices have access to this type of 
equipment.  One concern would be the resolution of the scanner.  This determines the 
appearance of the photograph in the viewer. The resolution does not need to be especially 
high since if a person wants to see the actual photograph they would go to the library but 
it does require setting certain parameters for the scan.  
Included in this project are the workflow diagram (Figure 6-7) and actual steps for adding 
data sources.  These steps require a library staff member to have a fundamental 
background in Photoshop, ArcMap and ArcGIS. The steps are provided in Appendix A.   
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Figure 6-7:  Adding Sources Workflow Diagram 
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6.3 Summary 
This chapter reviews the advantages of the Library Viewer Application, its interface, and 
a user’s experience while operating the viewer application.  The full implementation was 
addressed as well as adding more sources to the capability.  This viewer application was 
designed to help the libraries and the library users find available maps and photographs. 
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Chapter 7  – Summary and Future Work 
This project created a prototype viewer application that displays maps and photographs.  
The purpose was to develop a means for the library to help their users view available 
maps and photographs.  This application satisfies the functional and non-functional 
requirements of the University of Redlands Armacost and A. K. Smiley Public Libraries.  
This application was created so that a library user could use their home computer or one 
in the library, bring up a browser window, go to the library website, initiate the viewer, 
and see the maps and photographs.    
Looking at the maps in the viewer application allows the user to view the scanned 
map on top of a current basemap indicating the area of coverage.  This also displays 
change by using the transparency slider on the scanned maps to fade it in and out over the 
basemap.  The viewer also provides some basic metadata information, lets the user make 
a more informed decision about whether to access the physical map, and determines 
which library houses the map.  The user can also see historic photographs and their 
positions on the map.   
Documentation to maintain and expand the prototype viewer application was also 
provided.  The software required to fully implement the viewer has been described, along 
with the steps that are needed to maintain and expand the viewer application.  These steps 
were written so that the library staff can expand the prototype viewer application in the 
future.  To expand the functionality, some training will be required for the person(s) in 
the use of ArcMap, ArcGIS Service generation, ArcSDE, and Photoshop.  The steps that 
describe the process are located in Appendix A.       
7.1 Future Work 
There are potential extensions that could be applied to the present viewer application that 
would increase its abilities for the client.  These improvements fall in the range of overall 
future work and viewer application enrichments.  The first part of this summary will 
address the overall future work.  The second part will discuss the application enrichments 
that can be applied to the application. 
The first improvement examines the amount of data.  In order to make the 
application more useful to the libraries, all maps and photographs that are part of the 
library collection would have to be scanned and downloaded into the viewer application 
so that they are searchable, and viewable to users.  Most libraries have maps that span the 
globe so the viewer application needs to be able to view the maps regardless of their 
location.  Some modification in the applications accessing the list of maps would be 
required to be able to display all of what is available.  This could then include more maps 
and photographs beyond the Redlands area, which was the focus for the prototype viewer 
application.   
The process for adding maps and photographs is time consuming.  A more 
automated procedure for adding items would be of great use to the libraries to be able to 
get the maps and photographs into the Library Viewer Application.   
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Another enhancement would be the ability to automatically acquire most of the 
attribute data from the libraries’ cataloging capability.  This would have to handle both 
cataloging systems at the Armacost and Smiley Libraries. 
Another improvement could be to look at a large series of maps such as USGS 
DOQQs.  Instead of having this entire series scanned, the footprints could be used to see 
where each sheet is located to determine which map is needed.  These footprints could be 
downloaded from the producers website, making this a easy modification.     
The viewer application has several improvements that can make the application even 
easier to use and provide more information.  At present, the prototype application’s 
display is centered on Redlands, California.  All of the maps and photographs that have 
been included in the viewer are for the Redlands area.  The improvement needed would 
be to begin the viewer application at the global level and then zoom in to a large scale 
view of the area of interest.  This would be more beneficial to the library because they 
store maps over many parts of the globe.    
The side panel, which is critical part of the application, could also be improved to 
display only those maps that are within the main window.  At present, the side panel lists 
all of the maps that are included in the application.  When more maps are added over 
many different areas, the importance of having the side panel window display only those 
maps that are in the main window will be crucial.  This way when a user changes the area 
of the main window the list of map changes accordingly.  Along these lines, having the 
viewer application not display any maps until a certain scale threshold is met would also 
be helpful.   
Another enhancement for the application would be to include an overview map in the 
corner of the main window.  This could be a window with a map at a 30 percent 
reduction in scale to the main map.  This would allow the user to understand where the 
main map is, compared to a smaller scale map.    
The photographs can also use some enhancement.  The direction from which each 
photograph was taken would be another piece of information that can be displayed by the 
viewer application.  All that is needed is to add an angle field to the photograph point file 
and a new point symbol to better show directions, as well as the appropriate code in the 
viewer application.   
Another enhancement would be to include a time slider ability for the pictures and 
maps.   
7.2 Summary 
Even though there is room for enhancements that can improve the viewer application, the 
prototype clearly demonstrates the solution to the library issue of displaying to its users 
the available maps and photographs.  The viewer application is easy to use and would 
allow for libraries to maintain and expand the capability without changing the viewer 
application code. 
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Appendix A. Standard Operating Procedures for 
adding Source Data to the Library Viewer Application 
These procedures are written so that the Armacost and Smiley Libraries will be able to 
add both map and photographic source data to the viewer application.  This is a step by 
step instruction for adding the source data. 
 
Background:  The viewer application was created so that there is little hard coding of 
items in the application itself.  At this time the only code change required would be the 
path location of the Feature Services files (the footprint and Photographic Point feature 
classes).   The rest of the information is applied to the feature classes for the footprints 
and photograph point files as attributes.   
 
How to use these procedures:  The procedure is written in three sections. The first two 
main sections are 1) adding more map data, or 2) adding more photographic data.  The 
final section of these procedures, documents the changes required for the application to 
view the correct file sets. 
 
 
 
Procedures: 
 
A. Adding Maps 
1. Get the map scanned on a large format scanner 
i. This can be completed by an outside company to the library (either 
Esri or a scanning company) 
2. Review the scanned map in Photoshop and make any necessary changes 
i. Rotate the map if it displays upside down 
ii. Crop the scanned map image to the boundary of the map.  The scan 
is always bigger than the image size but in the viewer we only 
want to work with the image. 
iii. Modify the look of the map if necessary.  The image could be too 
light/dark depending.  May need some cleaning up of stray pixels.  
The use of the contrast and brightness tool can come in handy.   
iv. Save file 
3. Print a page size copy of the scanned map. 
4. Review the scanned file and mark up likely georeferncing points 
5. Go into ArcMap and bring up a blank ArcMap file 
6. Bring up the Add Basemap icon by selecting the down arrow next to the 
plus with yellow diamond, then Add Basemap. . .  
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i. Select the Topographic Basemap option then Add.  This will 
bring up the ArcMap in the right projection for georeferencing: 
WGS 1984 Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere). 
 
 
7. Zoom into the appropriate area of coverage for the basemap that is being 
georeferenced.  Then move the screen slightly left (in order to load the 
scanned image to the side of where the image needs to go) 
8. Load the scanned file 
i. Bring up Add data 
 
 
ii. Select the adjust scanned map file by going thru the directory 
structure, then select OK 
Since the scanned file is not georeferenced yet the following 
message appears with the name of the file being georeferenced. 
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The map will not be displayed in the viewing window at this time.   
iii. Display the Georeferencing toolbar by selecting the Customize 
menu, point to Toolbars, then select Georeferencing.   
 
 
 
This will load the required toolbar needed to complete this task. 
iv. From the Georeferencing toolbar, click on the Layer drop-down 
arrow and select the raster layer you want to georeference (if there 
is only one it will already by listed in the window).   
 
 
 
This will prepare the georeferencing process and let it know which 
file will be used. 
v. Select the Georeferencing button and drag-drown to click Fit to 
Display. 
 
 
 
This will put the scanned map into georeference mode and display 
on top of the basemap in the current view.  
9. Georeference the scanned map 
i. Click the Add Control Points tool  to add control points.   
1. This initiates the Georeferencing software 
ii. To add a point, click on a known location on the scanned dataset 
(one of the likely georeference point from step 4) and then click 
the corresponding known location on the basemap. 
1. This step moves the scanned map over top the first point of 
the basemap. 
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2. You can turn off/on the scanned map as well as zoom 
in/out as needed to place points.  Remember to select the 
 as needed to bring up the select point software from 
the zoom in/out process. 
iii. Repeat above step, adding enough points for the desired type of 
transformation. 
1. During this process the scanned map moves over and fits 
the basemap. 
2. You need a minimum of 3 points to perform a first order, 6 
points for a second-order and 10 points for a third order 
polynomial transformation.  (Try for at least a second-order 
– look at the results) 
iv.  Select the View Link Table button  from the Georeferencing 
toolbar to evaluate the transformation possibilities and RMS errors. 
 
 
The above form appears. 
1. You can examine the residual error for each point and the 
total RMS error.  If you are satisfied with the registration, 
you can stop entering points.  You are trying for an error 
close to 0. 
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2. You can delete any unwanted points from the Link Table 
dialog box (if the error is large compared to the others).  
This will help make the georeference of the scanned map to 
the basemap better if necessary.  Below is the second order 
polynomial transformation information.  
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v. When the georeference is “good” on the Links Table box and on 
the view of the scanned map to the basemap, select Save on the 
form above and give it a name the file filename_refCoord.   
1. This is so you can bring up the georeferencing of this map 
at a later time. 
vi. Click on Georeferencing then Update Georeferencing to save the 
transformation information with the scanned map data. 
 
 
10. When the georeferencing has been completed the next step is to Rectify. . 
. the scanned map. 
 
 
This will keep the transformation in place for other applications to be 
integrated with their software.  
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Fill out the File geodatabase for the output location called 
ScannedFileGeodb giving the file an appropriate name. 
11. The newly scanned map is now ready for final file processing.    See 
Section C. 
12. Create the scanned map footprint 
i. Load up blank file 
1. With ArcMap still open and the final scanned map still up 
create a new file using the Catalog icon on the right side of 
the screen 
 
2. Navigate to the footprint geodatabase called 
FootprintsForMIP.    
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3. Right click on the geodatabase FootprintsForMIP and 
select New then Feature Class . . . 
 
 
The new Feature Class form pops up 
4. Fill out the appropriate Footprint name, make sure the Type 
of feature is set to Polygon Features, the select Next >. 
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5. The Projection related window displays 
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6. Click on Import and select one of the other Footprint files 
in the appropriate geodatabase file and select Add then 
Next >.   
 
 
 
For the next few windows take the defaults and select 
Finish when complete.  
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7. When the creation of the new footprint file is complete it is 
placed in the current ArcMap project in the table of 
contents  
 
ii. Digitize the footprint of the map 
1. Select from the Editor tool bar, the down arrow, then Start 
Editing. 
 
The Create Feature panel appears on the right side of the 
ArcMap screen. 
 
 
2. Select the footprint file, then under the Construction Tools 
select Polygon.  
3. 3. Digitize the edge of the scanned map sheet, include the 
paper edge of the map. Double click on the last point to 
complete the feature.  
4. 4. When complete, select Editor, Save Edits  
5. 5. Then, select Editor, Stop Editing. This will complete 
the footprint feature for this scanned map.  
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6. Click on Import and select one of the other Footprint files 
in the appropriate geodatabase file and select Add then 
Next >. 
 
For the next few windows take the defaults and select 
Finish when completed through all of the windows 
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7. When the create feature class is complete the new footprint 
file is placed in the ArcMap project. 
iii. Applying the attributes to the new feature class 
1. Bring up blank ArcMap project 
2. Load the merged footprint file called 
FootprintMergeWSanborn and the new footprint from the 
FootprintsForMIP 
3. Select Search from the right side panel 
 
4. Type the word merge in the search window, choose the 
Merge (Data Management) option 
 
 
The Merge form appears, check the figure below 
a. Select the folder icon in the upper right corner and 
navigate to the appropriate geodatabase directory 
b. Select the new footprint file, then select the merged 
foorprint file 
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c. Make an output name, the same as the merged 
footprint file plus the number 1 at the end 
 
 
d. Select OK 
e. The Merge box appears first stating Executing, then 
Complete when the merge is done. 
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5. In ArcMap Table of contents the new feature (merged 
footprint file plus the number 1) will appear. 
6. 6. Select the new file from the TOC and display the 
attribute table. Notice that the new feature is listed first and 
has many <Null> attributes. 
 
7. Select from the Editor tool bar, the down arrow, then Start 
Editing. 
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8. Starting with the Year attribute, put the cursor in each 
space designated by <Null> and apply the appropriate 
attribute information if available. Add the following: 
a.  Year 
b.  Library 
c.  Call Number 
d.  URL (of the scanned map ArcGIS Map Service) 
e.  Sheet Name (created to designate the map) 
f.  Map Publisher 
g.  Scale 
9. When complete, select Editor, Save Edits 
10.  Then, select Editor, Stop Editing. All attributes for the 
feature are now populated for the newly created feature. 
11. The newly added footprint(s) are now ready for final file 
processing.  See section C. 
 
 
 
B. Adding Photographs 
1. Scan the photograph on a small format scanner and create a jpeg format 
file. 
2. Review the photograph in Photoshop make any necessary changes 
i. Modify the look of the photo if required 
ii. Crop to image size. 
iii. Save file 
3. Load the final scanned photograph file into the Photograph directory (this 
is where all of the photographs are placed)  
4. Go into ArcMap in the Geodatabase file: ProjPhotoPts file 
5. Bring up the Add Basemap icon by selecting the down arrow next to the 
plus with yellow diamond, then Add Basemap. . .  
 
 
 
i. Select the Topographic Basemap option then Add 
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6. Geolocate the photographs position on the map basemap.   
i. Using the photograph and any extra information that is available 
about the photo determine the location.   
ii. When the placement has been determined place a point feature in 
the file at the appropriate location. 
1. Select from the Editor tool bar, the down arrow, then Start 
Editing.   
 
 
 
The Create Feature panel appears on the right side of the 
ArcMap screen. 
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2. Select the ProjPhotoPt symbol in the top window, then the 
Point feature under the Construction Tools in lower 
window.   
3. Place the point feature on the map. 
iii. Apply the attributes to the newly added point feature 
1. From the Table of Contents on the left side of the screen, 
right click on the ProjPhotoPts file, then Open Attribute 
Table and the Attribute Table for this feature appears.  
 
 
The point that was just plotted on the map is highlighted at 
the bottom of the table.   
 
2. Starting with Pic Comment attribute, put the cursor in each 
space designated by <Null> and apply the appropriate 
attribute information if available.  Add the following: 
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a. Pic Comment 
b. Copyright (based on book if the photograph came 
from one along with the page Number the photo can 
be found on) 
c. PhotoURL (based on where the photo files are 
located) 
d. PhotoYear 
e. Library 
f. PicName (created to designate this picture) 
3. When complete, select Editor, Save Edits 
4. Then, select Editor, Stop Editing. All attributes for the 
feature are now populated for the newly created feature.    
7. The newly added photograph(s) are now ready for final file processing.  
See section C. 
 
C. Final file manipulations 
The Maps and Photographs have been scanned, adjusted, georeferenced or 
geolocated depending on the source data.  They are now ready for final 
file manipulation in order for the application to utilize the files. 
1. For the Maps 
i. Bring up blank ArcMap project 
ii. Add scanned map from file called ScannedFileGeodb.  Add each 
map one at a time for processing 
1. Select Catalog from the right edge of ArcMap frame 
2. Navigate to the appropriate file and bring into ArcMAp 
 
iii. Generate the Map Service 
1. Bring up the Map Service Publishing tool bar 
 
2. Select the icon that is second from the right called Publish 
to ArcGIS Server.  The Publish to ArcGIS Server window 
appears. 
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3. Input the required information into the following fields - 
ArcGIS Server: and Service Name: and Folder Name: 
then select Next > the following window appears. 
 
 
 
4. Have only Mapping (always enabled) selected, then select 
Next > 
A window appears displaying the services that will be 
created 
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5. Select Finish to complete the ArcGIS Map Service creation 
iv. Complete the steps above for each map to be added to the 
application independently. 
2. For the Footprints and Photographic Points features 
i. Create the ArcSDE feature classes 
1. For Footprints  
a. Bring up the ArcCatalog window 
 
 
 
b. Navigate to the Footprint geodatabase 
c. Select the merged footprint file:  Here it is called 
FootprintMergeWSanborn file. 
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d. Right click on the file and select Copy 
e. Navigate down to the SDE server 
 
 
 
f. If the files are there delete it.  Next under the SDE 
server select Paste.  Above is the resulting file after 
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completing the action.  
TEST.DBO.FootprintMergeWSanborn file. 
2. For the Photographic Points 
a. Repeats the steps above but for the ProjPhotoPts 
file.  Will end up with the TEST.DBO.ProjPhotoPts 
file. 
 
ii. Now that the ArcSDE feature classes have been generate the next 
steps is to create the ArcGIS Feature/Map Service 
1. Bring up blank ArcMap project 
2. Add ArcSDE Feature Class files named: 
TEST.DBO.FootprintMergeWSanborn and 
TEST.DBO.ProjPhotoPts. 
3. Bring up the Map Service Publishing tool bar 
 
4. Select the icon that is second from the right called Publish 
to ArcGIS Server.  The Publish to ArcGIS Server window 
appears. 
 
 
 
5. Input the required information into the following fields - 
ArcGIS Server: and Service Name: and Folder Name: 
then select Next > the following window appears. 
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6. Select Mapping (always enabled) and Feature Access, 
then select Next > 
A window appears displaying the services that will be 
created 
 
 
 
7. Select Finish to complete the ArcGIS Map and Feature 
Service creation. 
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D. Making final code alterations 
1. In the Flex code there are two places that need to be modified in order for 
the application to work after the process of any new data. 
2. The two code statements below must have their url match whatever the url 
is for the feature service.  
   
<esri:FeatureLayer id="myFootprints"  
         
outFields="[MapURL,Sheet_Name,Call_No,Library,Year,SheetNo,MapPro
ducer,Scale]" 
 url="http://664b-04.spatial.redlands.edu/ArcGIS/rest/services/ 
LibViewer/Footprt_PhotoPts/FeatureServer/1" 
 updateEnd="myFootprints_loadHandler(event)" /> 
   
<esri:FeatureLayer id="myPhotoPts" mode="snapshot" 
         
outFields="[PicComment,Copyright,PhotoURL,PhotoYear,Library,PicNa
me,PhotoPage]" 
 url="http://664b-04.spatial.redlands.edu/ArcGIS/rest/services/ 
LibViewer/Footprt_PhotoPts/FeatureServer/0"> 
   
 
The above steps would add data to the current Prototype viewer application. 
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Appendix B. Flex API Viewer Application Code 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<s:Application xmlns:fx="http://ns.adobe.com/mxml/2009" 
     xmlns:s="library://ns.adobe.com/flex/spark" 
     xmlns:esri="http://www.esri.com/2008/ags" 
     xmlns:mx="library://ns.adobe.com/flex/mx" 
     pageTitle="Toggle between Map Services" > 
  
 <!-- 
 This is to load the footprints into the main viewer window. 
 To load the list of maps into the upper right side panel.  
 When a footprint is select the footprint is highlighted,  
 and the associated information is loaded into the lower  
 right side panel and the scanned map is available is  
 displayed in the main window. 
 This also adds the photograph popup window.    
 --> 
 
 <fx:Style > 
  @namespace esri "http://www.esri.com/2008/ags"; 
   
  /* The "header" of the InfoWindow */ 
  esri|InfoWindowLabel 
  { 
   color: black; 
   font-size: 20; 
  } 
   
  esri|InfoWindow 
  { 
   border-thickness: 1; 
   background-color: #D8E4BC; 
   font-size: 16; 
   upper-left-radius: 5; 
   upper-right-radius: 0; 
   info-placement: top; 
   info-offset-y: 20;             
  } 
   
 </fx:Style> 
  
 <fx:Script> 
  <![CDATA[ 
   import com.esri.ags.Graphic; 
   import com.esri.ags.events.LayerEvent; 
   import com.esri.ags.geometry.MapPoint; 
   import com.esri.ags.layers. 
ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer; 
   import com.esri.ags.layers.DynamicMapServiceLayer; 
   import com.esri.ags.layers.TiledMapServiceLayer; 
   import com.esri.ags.symbols.SimpleFillSymbol; 
   import com.esri.ags.symbols.SimpleLineSymbol; 
   import com.esri.ags.symbols.Symbol; 
    
   import mx.collections.ArrayCollection; 
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   import mx.controls.Alert; 
   import mx.events.FlexEvent; 
   import mx.events.ListEvent; 
    
   import spark.components.Label; 
    
   //flag if the map has loaded all of the feature  
  footprints 
   private var layersLoaded:Boolean = false; 
    
   //the original symbology of the feature layer 
   private var originalSymbol:Symbol; 
    
   //reference to the last graphic that was highlighted 
to allow it to be reset 
   private var lastGraphic:Graphic = null; 
    
   //the map layer for the scanned map 
   private var scannedMapService: 
ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer = null; 
    
   private function layerShowHandler 
(event:FlexEvent):void 
   { 
    // update the LODs/zoomslider to use/show the  
Levels for the selected base map 
    var tiledLayer:TiledMapServiceLayer =  
    event.target as TiledMapServiceLayer; 
    myMap.lods = tiledLayer.tileInfo.lods; 
   } 
    
   protected function myFootprints_loadHandler( 
event:LayerEvent):void 
   { 
    if (!layersLoaded) 
    { 
     layersLoaded = true; 
      
     //get the array of the features 
     var graphics:ArrayCollection =  
     ArrayCollection(myFootprints. 
graphicProvider); 
      
     Alert.show("This tool has been created 
for the users of the \nUniversity of  
Redlands Armacost Library and " +
 "\nthe City of Redlands A.K. Smiley  
Public Library. " + 
     "\n\nThis tool allows users to identify  
     and preview the \nhistoric maps and  
     photographs that are available at " + 
"\neither library.  The tool is a   
prototype and at this time \n has only a 
few maps and photographs." + 
     "\n\nTo see how to use the viewer  
     application click \non the Viewer  
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     Instructions button in the upper" +  
     "\nright corner of the application.", 
"Welcome to the Historic Map and  
Photograph Viewer" 
     ); 
      
     //iterate over the array of features 
     for (var i:int = 0; i < graphics.length;  
i++) 
     { 
      //get this feature 
      var thisGraphic:Graphic =  
      graphics[i]; 
       
      //create a new feature  
      representation with the name and  
      the index in the array 
      var thisFeature:MapFeature = new  
      MapFeature(thisGraphic.attributes. 
Sheet_Name, thisGraphic); 
       
      //add this feature to the panel 
      mapList.addItem(thisFeature);  
    
     } 
      
     //get the original symbol for the feature  
     layer 
     var testGraphic:Graphic = graphics[0]; 
     originalSymbol = testGraphic.symbol; 
    } 
   } 
    
   protected function mapFootprintClicked( 
event:MouseEvent):void 
   { 
    //reset the last feature's symbol 
    if (lastGraphic != null) 
    { 
     lastGraphic.symbol = originalSymbol; 
    } 
     
    //if a scanned map already exists we need to  
    remove it  
    if (scannedMapService != null) 
    { 
     myMap.removeLayer(scannedMapService); 
     scannedMapService = null; 
    } 
     
    //find the feature in the list user clicked on 
    var thisFeature:MapFeature = MapFeature( 
mapListContainer.selectedItem); 
    var thisGraphic:Graphic = thisFeature. 
OriginalGraphic; 
     
    //Put the selected map information into the  
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    bottom window!!! 
    mapName.text = " Map Name: " + thisGraphic. 
attributes.Sheet_Name; 
     
    testLabel.text = " Map Call Number: " +  
    thisGraphic.attributes.Call_No +  
    "\n Year of Map: " +  
    thisGraphic.attributes.Year +  
"\n Located at: " + thisGraphic. 
attributes.Library +  
    "\n Map scale: " + thisGraphic. 
attributes.Scale + 
"\n Map made by: " +  
thisGraphic.attributes.MapProducer;    
     
    //store the original feature's symbol and  
    feature itself 
    originalSymbol = thisGraphic.symbol;  
   
    lastGraphic = thisGraphic; 
     
    //highlight this feature 
    var highlightSymbol:SimpleFillSymbol = new  
    SimpleFillSymbol("null", 0x009933, 1, new  
    SimpleLineSymbol("solid", 0xFF0000, 1, 5)); 
    thisGraphic.symbol = highlightSymbol; 
     
    //zoom the user to the extent of the footprint  
    expanded outward by a factor of 1.5 
    myMap.extent = thisGraphic.geometry. 
extent.expand(1.5); 
     
    //check to see if this feature has a service  
    url and show or hide the opacity slider as  
    needed 
    if (thisGraphic.attributes.MapURL) 
    { 
     //load the service and add it to the map 
     scannedMapService = new  
ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer 
(thisGraphic.attributes.MapURL); 
     myMap.addLayer(scannedMapService, 4); 
      
     //setup the opacity slider 
     opacitySlider.visible = true; 
     opacitySlider.value = 100;   
   
     testLabel.top = 55; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //hide the opacity slider 
     opacitySlider.visible = false; 
     testLabel.top = 35; 
    } 
   } 
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   //adjust the opacity of currently loaded scanned map 
   protected function opacitySlider_changeHandler 
(event:Event):void 
   {  
    if (scannedMapService != null) 
    { 
     scannedMapService.alpha =  
     opacitySlider.value / 100; 
    } 
     
   } 
    
   protected function showInstructions_clickHandler 
(event:MouseEvent):void 
   { 
    Alert.show(" To zoom and pan around the  
    application: " + 
    "\n        - Click on the + or - in the  
    navigation bar on the left to zoom in and out"  
+"\n        - Click on the map and drag the  
cursor across the screen to pan" + 
    "\n To preview a scanned map: \n         
- Select a map in the upper right window" + 
"\n        - The map information of selected  
map appears in the window below" + 
"\n        - The scanned map, if available,  
will display in main window" + 
"\n        - To see a new scanned map, select a 
new map in the upper right window " + 
"\n To preview a photograph: \n        - Click  
on one of the red diamonds on the main map" + 
"\n        - A popup window will appear with  
the picture and supporting information" 
    ,"Instructions to use the Historic Map and  
    Photograph Viewer"); 
   } 
    
  ]]> 
 </fx:Script> 
   
 <esri:Map openHandCursorVisible="false" id="myMap" 
     x="2" y="38" width="80%" height="96%" 
     > 
  <esri:extent> 
   <esri:Extent xmax="-13063796.944" ymax="4055064.96"  
     xmin="-13017841.671" ymin="4027669.23"> 
    <esri:SpatialReference wkid="102100"/> 
   </esri:Extent> 
  </esri:extent> 
   
  <esri:ArcGISTiledMapServiceLayer show= 
"layerShowHandler(event)" 
           
url="http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/
World_Topo_Map/MapServer" 
           
visible="{bb.selectedIndex == 0}"/> 
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  <esri:ArcGISTiledMapServiceLayer show= 
"layerShowHandler(event)" 
           
url="http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/
World_Imagery/MapServer" 
           
visible="{bb.selectedIndex == 1}"/> 
 
  <esri:ArcGISTiledMapServiceLayer show= 
"layerShowHandler(event)" 
           
url="http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/
World_Street_Map/MapServer" 
           
visible="{bb.selectedIndex == 2}"/> 
   
  <!-- Insert the info for the footprints and the photographs  
  from their feature services  --> 
 
  <esri:FeatureLayer id="myFootprints"  
         
outFields="[MapURL,Sheet_Name,Call_No,Library,Year, 
MapProducer,Scale]" 
  url="http://gis.spatial.redlands.edu/ArcGIS/rest/ 
services/jean_locke/Footprt_PhotoPts/FeatureServer/1" 
       
updateEnd="myFootprints_loadHandler(event)"  /> 
   
  <esri:FeatureLayer id="myPhotoPts" mode="snapshot" 
         
outFields="[PicComment,Copyright,PhotoURL,PhotoYear,Library
,PicName]" 
  url="http://gis.spatial.redlands.edu/ArcGIS/rest/ 
services/jean_locke/Footprt_PhotoPts/FeatureServer/0"> 
   
  <!--  Add the popup code  --> 
  <esri:infoWindowRenderer> 
   <fx:Component> 
    <esri:LabelDataRenderer> 
      
       <!-- Set up the box for the popup  --> 
       <esri:label>{data.PicName}</esri:label> 
       <s:BorderContainer backgroundColor="white     
    borderColor="black" 
           color="black" 
           width="600" 
           height="400" 
           cornerRadius="5" 
           minHeight="0" 
           minWidth="0"> 
     <s:layout> 
<s:VerticalLayout  
 paddingBottom="10" 
       paddingLeft="10" 
       paddingRight="10" 
       paddingTop="10"/> 
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     </s:layout> 
       
     <!-- Put the Photo picture from URL here  
     along with assocaited info  -->  
     <s:HGroup> 
      <mx:Image left="5" top="5"  
      width="280" height="300"  
             source="{data.PhotoURL}"/> 
      <s:VGroup> 
       <s:Label left="330" top="20"  
       text="Year of Photograph:  
       {data.PhotoYear}" /> 
 
       <s:Label text=" " /> 
       <s:Label text="Library: 
 {data.Library}"/> 
 
       <s:Label text=" " /> 
       <s:Label text="Picture  
       description: {data. 
PicComment}" width="275"/> 
 
       <s:Label text=" " /> 
       <s:Label text="Copyright:  
       {data.Copyright}"  
       width="275"/> 
 
      </s:VGroup> 
        
     </s:HGroup> 
       
     </s:BorderContainer>  
    </esri:LabelDataRenderer> 
   </fx:Component> 
  </esri:infoWindowRenderer> 
   
  <!-- This is for the symbol.   --> 
  <esri:renderer> 
   <esri:SimpleRenderer> 
    <esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol id="basicSymbol"  
    color="0xff0000" style="diamond"/> 
     
   </esri:SimpleRenderer> 
  </esri:renderer> 
  </esri:FeatureLayer> 
 </esri:Map> 
  
 <!-- Map switcher bar  --> 
 <s:ButtonBar id="bb" 
     right="395" top="40" 
     requireSelection="true"  
 toolTip="Change the basemap"> 
  <s:dataProvider> 
   <s:ArrayList> 
    <fx:String>Topo</fx:String> 
    <fx:String>Imagery</fx:String> 
    <fx:String>Streets</fx:String> 
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   </s:ArrayList> 
  </s:dataProvider> 
 </s:ButtonBar> 
  
 <s:Image id="libraryLogos" visible="true" x="0" y="0"  
width="65" height="30" 
    source="assets/FinalUofR_AKSPL.jpg"/> 
  
 <!-- Side Panels for the map and footprints  --> 
 <s:Panel x="65" y="0" width="100%" height="30"  
     backgroundColor="#D8E4BC" chromeColor="#D8E4BC" 
   contentBackgroundColor="#D8E4BC" fontFamily="Georgia" 
   fontSize="16" fontWeight="bold" 
   title="A Visual Interface for the Historic Map and  
   Photographs at the University of Redlands, Armacost and  
   the City of Redlands, Smiley Public Library"> 
   
   
 </s:Panel> 
 <s:Button id="showInstructions" top="5" right="5"  
label="Viewer Instructions"  
click="showInstructions_clickHandler(event)"> 
  </s:Button> 
 
 <s:BorderContainer id="allSidePanel" right="0" bottom="0"  
    width="20%" height="96%"> 
  <s:VGroup width="100%" height="100%"> 
   <s:Panel width="100%" height="70%"  
backgroundColor="#D8E4BC"     
chromeColor="#D8E4BC"    
contentBackgroundColor="#D8E4BC"  
fontFamily="Times New Roman" 
       fontSize="14" fontWeight="bold"  
       textAlign="center"  title="List of Maps" > 
 
    <s:List id="mapListContainer" textAlign="left"  
       top="0" bottom="0" left="0" right="0"   
       fontFamily="Arial" 
       click="mapFootprintClicked(event)"> 
 
     <s:ArrayList id="mapList" > 
       
     </s:ArrayList> 
    </s:List> 
   </s:Panel> 
    
   <s:Panel id="mapInfo" right="0" bottom="0"  
       width="100%" height="30%"  
       backgroundColor="#D8E4BC" 
   chromeColor="#D8E4BC"  
   contentBackgroundColor="#D8E4BC"  
   fontFamily="Times New Roman" 
       fontSize="14" fontWeight="bold"  
         textAlign="center" title="Selected Map 
   Information" > 
    <s:Label textAlign="left" fontFamily="Arial"  
        id="mapName" height="35" top="0" 
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   left="0" right="0"> 
      
    </s:Label> 
    <s:HSlider id="opacitySlider" height="20"  
      top="35" left="0" right="0"  
      liveDragging="true" 
change="opacitySlider_changeHandler 
(event)" maximum="100" minimum="0"  
value="100" visible="false"  
toolTip="Adjust the opacity of the 
scanned map"/> 
     
    <s:Label id="testLabel" textAlign="left"  
        fontFamily="Arial" top="55" left="0"  
         right="0" bottom="0" > 
      
    </s:Label> 
     
   </s:Panel> 
  </s:VGroup> 
 </s:BorderContainer> 
  
</s:Application> 
 
 
 
 
